Grandfather’s Journey

The /ɪ/, /i/, /ʊ/, /o/ Sounds
/ɪ/ ⇒ still
/i/ ⇒ crime, flight, grind
/ʊ/ ⇒ shock
/o/ ⇒ wrote, coast, snow, gold

Spelling Words
1. snow
2. grind
3. still
4. coast
5. odd
6. crime
7. gold
8. wrote
9. flight
10. build
11. broke
12. blind
13. folk
14. grown
15. shock
16. ripe
17. coal
18. inch
19. sigh
20. built

Challenge Words
1. remind
2. approach
3. rigid
4. recognize
5. continent

Journeys

Reading-Writing Workshop

Look for familiar spelling patterns in these words to help you remember their spellings.

Spelling Words
1. cannot
2. can’t
3. don’t
4. haven’t
5. won’t
6. wouldn’t
7. I’d
8. I’ll
9. let’s
10. we’re
11. I’m
12. didn’t
13. o’clock
14. that’s
15. there’s

Challenge Words
1. minute
2. stretch
3. instead
4. ninety
5. divide

Akiak

The /á/, /ã/, /è/, and /œ/ Sounds
/á/ ⇒ past
/ã/ ⇒ safe, gain, gray
/è/ ⇒ kept
/œ/ ⇒ reach, sweet

Spelling Words
1. gain
2. cream
3. sweet
4. safe
5. past
6. reach
7. kept
8. gray
9. field
10. break
11. east
12. shape
13. steep
14. pray
15. pain
16. glass
17. west
18. cheap
19. steak
20. chief

Challenge Words
1. graceful
2. descent
3. athletic
4. knead
5. activity
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